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 HEAD OF DEPARTMENT'S NOTE  

The Department of Economics of St. Xavier's College (Autonomous), Mumbai, is proud to present the 
second edition of the official newsletter of the department, ‘Economics Declassified’ for the academic 
year 2022-23. The purpose of this newsletter is to endow students with the opportunity to explore 
Economics beyond the blackboard and understand its application within the tangible, incumbent 
paradigms. The newsletter is a collection of the students’ work which is a reflection of their 
interpretation and assimilation with the subject matter of Economics. 
 
Firstly, on behalf of the Department, I would like to thank the Principal of St. Xavier’s College, Dr. 
Rajendra Shinde, for his continued support in the department’s endeavours. I would also like to thank 
Professor Manali Pawar, the faculty in-charge of Economics Declassified, for the constant assistance and 
guidance she provided to the students. 
I would like to congratulate and commend the editorial team of Economics Declassified 2020-21 headed 
by Aman Kayal, the Editor-in-Chief and Student In-charge, for their dedication in drafting and finalising 
the second edition of the newsletter. I would also like to express my gratitude towards all writers, artists 
and collaborators without whom this endeavour would not have been possible. 
 
It is my sincere hope that the second edition of the Department of Economics newsletter is appreciated 
and well-received by all the readers. We hope to continue to introduce students and readers with new 
well-informed and well-researched information, that is informative as well as engaging.  

Dr. Aditi Sawant  

Head - Department of Economics 
  



 

 

 STAFF IN-CHARGE'S NOTE  

Economics Declassified, the official newsletter of the Department of Economics, St. Xavier’s College; has 
been a platform to encourage students to explore varied aspects of Economics. Here, we make an 
amalgamation of ideas feasible. With varied sections, Declassified does stand out to be a diversified blog.  
 
As we set to publish our second edition of the e-newsletter, I would like to take this opportunity to thank 
Dr. Aditi Sawant, Head of the Department of Economics, for providing me with the responsibility of Staff 
In-Charge of Declassified. Furthermore, I also commend Aman Kayal, Editor in Chief of Declassified, his 
editorial team and all the writers and artists for making the Declassified insightful, intriguing and 
knowledgeable!  
 
Declassified gives you an insight into all department activities and articles published on the blog during 
the month. Moreover, we also have guest writer openings and general stock market updates exclusively 
for you!  
With that being said, I hope you find this newsletter, which is curated with efforts, to be worthy of a read 
and helps you delve into the intricacies of economics, even more! 
    

                                                  

Manali Pawar  

Staff In-charge, Economics Declassified 
  



 

EDITOR IN CHIEF'S NOTE  

I am delighted to bring you the second edition of the official newsletter of the Department of Economics - 
The Economics Declassified. The newsletter has always been in the works and now we are proud to publish 
the December edition of it for our readers. I would like to address this message to our readers on behalf of 
the entire team. First, what is Economics Declassified? We envisaged this newsletter to be a place for 
rigorous analysis and opinion on some of the most critical issues around us. We wanted to cover a myriad 
range of themes from policy, international affairs and economy to the economics of space, culture and 
society, and everything in between. It is our hope that our readers would find the newsletter to be highly 
diverse in the themes and the topics it covers.  
 
We also set high editorial standards for our articles and ensured that everything we published went through 
meticulous proofreading and quality checks. The editors did not only edit the pieces sent by the writers; we 
also worked with them. The idea is to make the editing process a collective effort and not the bureaucratic 
system of checks.  
 
We also hope to eventually do more ground reporting on news about our college. Alongside the effort, of 
course, is a desire to learn. Working in a team of writers, editors and illustrators trying to produce content 
that is not only of high quality but also appeals to a wide and diverse audience is not easy. We are hoping for 
the best and we also wish to hear all kinds of feedback from you, our readers. In the issue, readers will find 
details on how to send in your comments. Tell us what we did well, where we fell short, and what we need 
to keep in mind the next time so that we keep growing and flourishing.  
 
Aman Kayal 
Editor-in-Chief & Student In-Charge, Economics Declassified  
  



 

 

EDITORIAL BOARD 

IKSHITA JAIN 

Economics Declassified is not your conventional student blog page. With themes ranging from politics, 
socio-cultural issues, agriculture, food technology, and more, all through an economic lens, each article 
brings its readers something new and fascinating. There is a certain uniqueness the writers deliver on each 
article, and I am sure our latest newsletter will be one to oppose your interest into the world of economics. 
 
 
RUTH D’SOUZA 

Economics Declassified is a platform that aims to confound readers and provoke intellectual discussions. 

Our articles bring forth individual thoughts and theories which culminate into a starting point for further 

discourse of unique ideas and perspectives. As young economic enthusiasts, we aim to use this space to 

simplify concepts and present well researched articles that bridge the gap between theory and practice. 

We hope to leave you with questions that encourage you to pursue further learning into the fascinating 

world of economics.  

KHUSHI SHAH 

Economics Declassified is a must read for everyone from every course and fields. Topics are broken down 

intended to provoke intellectual discussions. We aim to simplify and intrigue the readers into the world of 

economics. This edition explores some of the multitude of facets that come under the subject matter of 

Economics, through intriguing articles and readings. The Declassified team hopes that the readers find this 

edition just as engrossing as the previous one. 

AASHNI REBELLO 

Economics is an enthralling domain and is the one subject which can be well-integrated with the arts and 
sciences alike. Here, at Declassified, we aim to captivate our readers by introducing them to the different 
genres of economics and its synchrony with psychology, mathematics, politics and more. Our writers will 
ensure the content is delivered in an easily understandable form so that you enjoy every minute of the read 
no matter what your educational background is!  
 

 
ATIYAH KRISHNAN 

Economics Declassified is a blog to look at economics from different lenses. It allows readers to understand 
the psychology and sociology behind certain how’s and why’s while keeping in touch with its primary goal, 
that is, to make people aware of all thing’s economics irrespective of their background.  
  



 

 

DEBATABLE 
 

Hosting FIFA: An Economic Boon or Drain?  
By Tanisha Kamat and Shambhavi Kumar  
 
PROPOSITION 
The World Cup is undoubtedly the pinnacle of football, with legends like Ronaldo, Messi, and Neymar being 
a part of it for years. The event’s general purpose is to provide entertainment for football fans around the 
world, but its commercialization has had a lasting impact on several countries’ economies. Regarding 
hosting the World Cup, countries are encouraged to assess their infrastructure and commercial capabilities 
to determine if the country can host the World Cup. 
In the 21st century, the World Cup has been held in five different locations from Asia to South America. The 
most notable effect of hosting the World Cup was an overall economic expansion and an increase in 
consumption. FIFA requires host nations to have a variety of stadiums capable of holding 40,000 people for 
group matches and at least 80,000 people for finals, creating many short-term jobs in the country. In 
addition, significant investments are made in popular transport and travel methods in the host country. 
Qatar, for example, has reportedly invested about $11.5 billion in transport initiatives, of which $2.7 billion 
has been allocated to rail, port and road projects, among others. The impact of such investments was 
observed at the 2002 World Cup, co-hosted by South Korea and Japan. Lee and Taylor (2004) report that 
across a variety of sectors, the World Cup helped create over 31,000 jobs and an economic impact of about 
$1.35 billion output. In general, host countries are enjoying economic expansion in several economic 
sectors, increasing their GDP.  

 
 
 
Another way to profit from the World 
Cup is a phenomenon first defined by 
Allmers and Meannig as the ‘feel-good 
effect’. They explain that “a free and 
relaxed atmosphere between the 
World Cup and topics of conversation” 
makes citizens happier and prouder 
than usual, and therefore more willing 
to spend money. Based on ex ante 
(pre-event) and ex post (post-event) 
surveys of the 2018 Germany World 

Cup, they found that the average citizen WTP increased from €4.26 per capita to €10.0 after the World Cup. 
Multiplying this by the total population of 82 million gives an increase of approximately €479.3 million. 
Moreover, this “willingness to pay” improves domestic economic sentiment from pessimistic to optimistic. 
This is usually implied in the stock market. The feel-good effect of winning at home, combined with 
increased national sentiment by hosting, can even result in increased productivity and efficiency of the stock 
market. For example, South Korea has a significant economic boom that accelerated after the 2002 World 
Cup in Japan/Korea (John and Wolfram, 2004). 
 
Finally, hosting a World Cup provides the host country with an opportunity to improve its international 
profile. Allmers and Meannig argue that Germany’s hosting of the 2006 World Cup helped the international 
community to perceive Germany’s cultural heritage in a more positive light after the World Cup, clearing 
their alleged ‘hard and cold’ image. This ultimately leads to a multiplier effect of tourism, starting with an 
influx of World Cup-related visitors and ending with improved perceptions. Moving from past to future, 
hosting the 2026 FIFA World Cup is predicted to generate more than $5 billion in short-term economic 
activity, including supporting approximately 40,000 jobs and more than $1 billion in incremental worker 



 

earnings across North America. Considering that the US economy is facing an economic recession, this 
would be of great help to the many citizens who are jobless, ultimately improving the per capita income and 
GNP of the country. 
 
In the long term, better and improved infrastructure will ensure high security and improved physical access 
to the market, thus making the country more attractive to foreign investors. However, even with all these 
benefits, without proper budgeting and planning, governments will run out of money and make critical 
investments that can result in losses. 

 
 
 
OPPOSITION 
Despite the exuberance and glamour that comes with hosting 
the World Cup, they are far from being the economic 
propellants they are perceived to be, especially for developing 
countries. The magnanimity of FIFA implies that the games are 
organised with world-class standards, placing some harsh 
conditions on the host countries.  
A huge infrastructural revival takes place for the games to be 
conducted smoothly, including revamping roads and the 
transportation network, telecommunications and security 
infrastructure, and setting up new hotels to accommodate 
players and tourists, among others. In the case of Brazil and 
Qatar, new stadiums had to be set up which would become 

redundant after the World Cup. Such projects require heavy spending that puts a massive dent in public 
finances in the short run, especially if the host countries do not have the existing infrastructure. Brazil spent 
over $12 billion in total, with $4 billion spent exclusively on constructing new stadiums. Qatar spent over 
$220 billion for the 2022 FIFA World Cup, which is approximately 10% of its annual GDP on average, making 
it the most expensive World Cup to date (Aragao, 2015).  
To top that off, the immediate profits enjoyed by these countries are quite insignificant. The major sources 
of revenue that come from the sale of tickets and television rights go into the International Governing 
Body’s pockets. Around $4.6 billion worth of broadcasting rights sales were made for the Russian FIFA 
tournament in 2018 which was kept by FIFA (Brownsell, 2022). Moreover, FIFA demands heavy tax 
exemptions from the host countries, choking another major source of revenue for the government.  
Heavy opportunity costs are borne by countries hosting the world cup. Public expenditures that would have 
otherwise been spent on healthcare, education and other public services are directed towards the World 
Cup. It is a serious concerns, especially for developing countries. Although infrastructural growth is an 
important economic stimulus, the government could have invested in the development of infrastructure 
that would reap taxation benefits. The majority of the newly created stadiums are no longer used once 
World Cup ends as is evident from the severely underused stadiums in Brazil and South Africa after the FIFA 
World cups were here in 2014 and 2010 respectively. High operational costs are incurred for their 
maintenance which becomes a massive burden on taxpayer.  Moreover, the hotels and buildings 
constructed to accommodate a higher-than-usual influx of tourists during the FIFA season also become 
redundant once World Cup ends. Qatar’s empty hotel rooms and outflow of tourists became apparent even 
before the conclusion of the world cup. Sustaining the increased capacity created by these countries for the 
world cup becomes another uphill task.  
 
One major incentive that host countries anticipate is the influx of tourists and revenues from their increased 
spending. However, as Fourie and Santana-Gallego (2011) estimated, there are no lasting impacts on 
tourism after the event. The number of international visitors only increases for the following three years 
after the world cup (Aragao, 2015). South Africa saw a 33.3% increase in tourist arrival in 2011 which was 
less than the global growth. Even developed countries like South Korea saw no substantial increase in tourist 
inflows. Non-World Cup tourists, who would have otherwise visited the country tend to steer clear of such 



 

places due to the hefty costs of hotels and local merchandise. For example, Qatar permitted only those 
tourists who had tickets to the world cup to enter the country from November 1 till the end of the World 
Cup (Brownsell, 2022). Additionally, the revenues collected from tourist spending constituted a small 
portion of the total investments by Brazil and only 0.07% of the GDP in Germany during the 2006 World 
Cup.  
Employment generation is seen as an important by-product of hosting these games. However, short-term 
analysis has shown that employment rates fell in Brazil a year after hosting the world’s biggest football 
tournament (Fick, 2014). 90% of Qatar’s workforce comprises migrants and therefore, there will be no 
significant benefit to the country’s economy with the newly created job opportunities due to the World Cup 
(Biswas, 2022).  
 
As Qatar hosts this year’s World cup, the International Monetary Fund predicts that the economy will grow 
by 3.4%. But may then slow down to 1.7% by 2024 (Biswas, 2022). One of the highlights of this world cup is 
that apart from the economic aspects, it has also brought to light the social issues of labour exploitation and 
homophobic attitudes that plague Qatar. Although the tournament aided in drawing attention to these 
issues, there were hardly any repercussions or corrective measures taken. It raises the question of whether 
hosting the FIFA world cup is truly beneficial to the economic and social structure of the country. 
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CAN THE RED DRAGON’S BELT AND ROAD INITIATIVE 

(BRI) IMPROVE THE DEVELOPING WORLD? 
 

By Saloni Gala and Diva Sheth  
 
The pioneering One Belt, One Road Initiative (OBOR) aims to boost intercontinental and strengthen 
regional cooperation among countries in Asia, Europe and Africa. In order to promote international trade 
and open up new markets, the OBOR policy envisions a maritime Silk Road Economic Belt and an overland 
Silk Road Economic Belt.  
The Silk Road Economic Belt connects China to countries in Central and South Asia and then on to Europe, 
and on the other hand the New Maritime Silk Road connects China to countries in South East Asia, the Gulf 
States, North Africa, and Europe, make up the majority of the Belt Road Initiative (BRI), six additional 
economic corridors have been selected to incorporate connectivity with more countries. 
Source: BRI Map. (n.d.). World Bank.  
 
Proposition 
“The principle of give and take is the principle of Diplomacy, – give one and take ten” – Mark Twain 
The main goal of One Belt, One Road Initiative (OBOR) is to raise significant investment funds for 
promoting energy and transportation, which includes building new roads, bridges, gas pipelines, ports, 
railroads, and power plants. Over a longer period of time, the programme is anticipated to invest $5 trillion 
in infrastructure, which will help close to 65 countries that account for about 30% of the world output. The 
focal point of OBOR China’s claim to global leadership is intended to be outlined. To have is the ultimate 
goal. China’s dominance in the trading region of Eurasia would  serve as a counterbalance to America’s 
dominance of the transatlantic trade system. Many Asian countries are wary of being used as puppets in 
US-Russian strategic games, while China provides insight into their socio-political dynamics, governmental 
backing, direct financial assistance, and rapid 
development. Although China’s collaboration with Iran, 
Syria, and Russia may not be welcomed in the West, it 
is very beneficial since it gives China greater 
international legitimacy and prominence on the 
international platforms. 
Many of the initiatives appear to have already begun to 
take shape. China has previously signed bilateral ties 
with a number of nations, including Hungary, Russia, 
Mongolia, Tajikistan, and Turkey. Between China and 
Iran, there is a railway connection that could eventually 
reach Europe. New rail connections between Laos and 
Thailand are a major component of the One Belt, One 
Road Initiative (OBOR) initiative. More than 200 
businesses have expressed their interest in helping out 
with OBOR-connected projects. 
There are six particular corridors that are being discussed: China-Mongolia-Russia corridor, China to Central 
Asia to West Asia Corridor, the Indo-China Peninsula corridor, China-Pakistan corridor, and Bangladesh-
China-India-Myanmar Corridor are some of the major trans-Eurasian land bridges. These corridors will be 
connected via roadways, railways, airways, waterways, and information highways. These corridors will aid 
in the development of commercial, industrial, and energy clusters since improved connectivity is 
anticipated to boost productivity.   
However, India’s main concerns and a rigid stance against One Belt, One Road Initiative (OBOR), arise with 
suspicion and worry on the administrative aspects as the OBOR project might violate international norms 
and standards. India’s opposition is based on the fact that the (China- Pakistan Economic Corridor) CPEC 
passes through Indian territory (PoK) and China’s refusal to address this issue. Despite these concerns, few 



 

economists and strategists see the Belt Road Initiative (BRI) as an opportunity to boost the modernization 
of India’s infrastructure and give a new direction to industrialization and employment opportunities in 
India. 
 
Today, it is undeniable that China has the financial resources, the technological know-how, and most 
importantly, the overwhelming imperative, in its own national interest, to accelerate the development of 
these nations to a degree that was unthinkable, even five years ago. It is also undeniable that the tunnel, 
roads, and train lines it plans to construct will pierce South Asia’s natural defences, the Himalayas, ending 
India’s dominance over the rest of the continent. 
India’s isolation inside South Asia will only grow if it chooses not to participate in Belt Road Initiative (BRI), 
hastening the demise of its regional hegemony. But what would be even less excusable is that it will miss a 
once-in-a-lifetime chance to use China’s economic might for the advancement of India. Joining BRI will help 
India avoid this, and it can leverage the connectivity that the Belt Road Initiative (BRI) generates to boost 
trade and investment with other south Asian nations as well as with China. 
In addition to this, India’s willingness to participate and obviously create greater economic viability would 
also generate greater goodwill within important sections of the Chinese state. This goodwill may well have 
an impact on other aspects of politics, such as the Nuclear Suppliers Groups (NSG) and the readiness to put 
more pressure on Pakistani state actors to combat terrorism both covertly and overtly. India can function 
as a “swing factor” by participating in the CPEC particularly and the OBOR more broadly across Central Asia 
and Southeast Asia. 
India will need to start the process. The Indian government will need to rebuild, reposition, and enlarge its 
foreign policy apparatus as well as develop and strengthen its military diplomacy and the nation’s 
intellectual capacities in its immediate neighbourhood in order for all of this to succeed. 
 
With the potential to extensively contribute to regional integration, political stability, and economic 
empowerment while transforming Asia into a genuinely global participant, the Belt and Road plan has 
plenty to offer. China is already affecting and reshaping the global order in a variety of ways simply 
because of its size, and developing countries that rely on Chinese investments can even feel the effects of 
China’s domestic economic woes. The adage “When China sneezes, the world catches a cold” takes on a 
completely new significance in this new period and has enormous utility for business forces, diplomatic 
circles, and intelligence czars. 
Regarding the One Belt, One Road plan, it is undeniably a multilateral economic system with strong 
undercurrents of China’s international political ambitions that has enormous potential to usher in a new 
age of global governance. However, it is preferable to join the movement at this point rather than 
ruminating on conspiracies and unfounded worries. The only way for Europe, India, and the US to deal with 
Chinese expansion is to first embrace and comprehend it before finding their place in the new system. 
Once they establish their stakes and influence, China’s power play won’t be the only factor affecting how 
well the global order works. 
 
 
Opposition 
“This is a national Chinese initiative. The Chinese devised it, the Chinese created a blueprint … and a 
national initiative was devised with national interests. It is not incumbent on others to buy it … if this is 
something on which they want a larger buy-in, then they need to have larger discussions, and those 
haven’t happened.” 
– Indian Foreign Secretary, Subrahmanyam Jaishankar  
The Belt and Road Initiative is controversially the most ambitious transnational mega infrastructure project 
visualised by a country, single-handedly. One Belt, One Road (OBOR), is at the centre of Xi’s foreign policy 
and has the potential to transform the geoeconomics of the entire Eurasian region and beyond. The One 
belt One Road is one big mistake and there are several challenges and risks posed on the recipient 
countries and its neighbours. By restoring China’s status as world power, this may help realise the ‘Chinese 
Dream’ by legitimising the Chinese Communist Party’s  leadership. Hawkish counter movements are being 
undertaken with ‘debt-trap’ as their nucleus. China is using the ‘cheque-book policy’ to engage with 



 

emerging economies and is building relationships on financial resources and strategic capital. By lending 
money to nations for dubious projects and increasing leverage, experts have noted how China is driving 

nations into its debt trap. 
 
 
China’s high-risk loan (Kynge & Yu, 
2020) China faces wave of calls for 
debt relief on ‘Belt and road’ 
projects.  
The high-profile Chinese project in 
Sri Lanka was retained for 
Hambantota port- former 
president, Mahinda Rajapaksa’s 
political base. The inability to repay 
the debt has led the Chinese to 
lease the port for ninety-nine years. 

Hence, Chinese investments have negatively impacted the Sri Lankan economy to be debt-driven and 
stagnant. By not repaying loans, one is essentially giving China control of important national assets.  
 
China has meddled in the domestic affairs of BRI funded economies such as Zimbabwe, Laos, Cambodia 
and Pakistan. The pandemic and the Russia-Ukraine conflict has only exacerbated problems and China is 
brewing with capital flights- $3.8 trillion over the last decade. Stock market and real estate bubbles, bad 
loans in banks, and other maladies, have started to emerge as a result of the ocean of credit that has 
fuelled so much of its recent prosperity. Simply said, Beijing has less money now to spend abroad, 
especially when it is bleeding billions. Japan, France, Germany and India have come out openly against this 
exclusive and not “inclusive” (as it should be) system. Washington has said that the projects are made in 
China, made for China. 
 
The Indian perspective of the BRI will be apparent with respect to India-China relations which are 
characterised by the four Cs: conflict, competition, collaboration, and containment. There is consequential 
economic dissymmetry between the two. Therefore, although Indians are far more anxious about the 
emergence of China, the Chinese are relatively calm about the rise of India. Pakistan owes China more than 
$6 billion, with a total credit flow for the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor, a significant part of the BRI, 
totaling over 40 billion dollars. As a result, Pakistan’s economy is highly indebted, has a widening current 
account deficit, and has nothing in the way of foreign exchange reserves. It has borrowed USD 40 billion 
which will rise to USD 80 billion over the course of 30 years.  
The CPEC happens to be the flagship project of the initiative which passes through the Indian territory 
under illegally Pakistan-occupied Kashmir (PoK) and this is alarming for India along with a strong Chinese 
presence in and around the Indian Ocean.The Modi administration is concerned as it strongly believes that 
physical connectivity must be based on “universally recognized international norms, good governance, rule 
of law, openness, transparency and equality”, and that which safeguards sovereignty and territorial 
integrity. The government has also asked them to halt these undertakings. New Delhi abstained from 
attending the BRI summit at Beijing in 2017 and has provided its valid reasons to adhere to environmental 
and ecological preservation criteria. 
 
It boils down to the fact that post COVID-19, China shows vested interests in strengthening global supply 
chains and export markets. The BRI’s primary focus has been on connecting the Chinese economy with 
Europe through the Eurasian landmass, given the substantial number of nations involved. This will lead to 
the Chinese Yuan gaining momentum. The challenge for India is that the BRI will significantly increase 
China’s influence in India’s neighbourhood and marginalise Delhi’s regional hegemony. If India participates, 
this would imply that it accepts the inevitable rise of China to dominate in Asia. 
 
 



 

Conclusion 
Finally, it may be claimed that even though the One Belt, One Road (OBOR) initiative has certain potential 
benefits, India has legitimate territorial concerns regarding the Pakistan-occupied Kashmir (PoK). In light of 
the rising protectionism occurring around the world, the Belt Road Initiative (BRI) is extremely significant. If 
India is sincere about boosting its economic growth and addressing unemployment, it must collaborate 
economically with China by taking part in OBOR. 
On a global scale, the OBOR project’s initial euphoria also appears to be giving way to some rising worries 
about governance challenges and the potential for indebtedness among the member countries. All of these 
problems require careful assessment and evaluation. Since the project is still in its early stages, it is 
challenging to determine how successful it has been.  
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Maharashtra is one of India’s most thriving states with a contribution of 15% of the industrial output of India. 
(MIDC, 2022) However, due to the adverse effects of the lockdown due to Covid-19 pandemic, the state’s 
industrial growth has taken a massive hit with widespread shutdown of industries and large-scale 
unemployment and hence, migration. This situation has been aggravated with major big-ticket projects 
initially won by Maharashtra, being transferred to different states, especially to Gujarat. Such as Tata- Airbus, 
a transport aircraft project with a total investment of Rs. 1.8 lakh crore which was supposed to be set up in 
Nagpur, has now been shifted to Vadodara. Similarly, the bid for Vedanta-Foxconn semiconductor facility 
unit initially won by Maharashtra has now been approved for setup in Dholera district of Gujarat. This came 
as a huge blow of Rs. 1.54 lakh crore investment loss to Maharashtra and loss of jobs which would have been 
generated if the unit was set up in Talegaon. A bulk drug park project, initially planned to be set up in Raigad 
district of Maharashtra had the potential of creating around 80,000 direct and indirect jobs in the state. This 
was another Rs. 3000 crore loss of investment to the state. The opposition parties in the state have accused 
the central government of negligent behavior towards the state. The basis for such accusations is that the 
union government has turned down various proposals of Maharashtra Government to set up a Rs. 424 crore 
medical devices park in Aurangabad, while has approved similar proposals for Tamil Nadu, Uttar Pradesh, 
Madhya Pradesh and Himachal Pradesh. These projects would have brought in around 3,000 direct and 
indirect job opportunities in Maharashtra. (Indian Express, November 9, 2022) 
 
Let’s see the status of approved projects in Maharashtra vis a vis other state.  

Table 1: Approved Projects in India (Selected States) (August, 1991 to November, 2021) 

Particulars Gujarat  Karnataka Maharashtra Andhra Pradesh All India 

Projects 15,099 6,159 21,216 9,385 1,17,897 

(no.) (12,8) (5.2) (18.0) (7.5) (100.0) 

Investment  20,42,182 15,67,277 15,09,811 10,88.202 1,38,40,027 

(Rs Crore) (14.8) (11.3) (10.9) (7.9) (100.0) 

Note: Figures in brackets indicate percentage to All-India 
Source: Directorate of Industries, GoI 

From Table 1, it is evident that Maharashtra is lagging behind Gujarat and Karnataka in terms of Investment 
from August 1991 to November 2021.  
 
Money attracts money and Investment attracts investment. Let’s have a look at Gross Value added Sector 
wise in Gujarat in Table 2. 
 

Table 2: GSVA- Sectoral Contribution (%) in Gujarat (at Current Prices) 

Industry 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 2019-20(P) 2020-21(Q) 

Primary* 21.1 21.1 19.0 19.3 19.8 

Secondary** 43.7 43.9 45.3 44.5 42.9 

Tertiary*** 35.2 35.0 35.7 36.2 37.3 

(P): Provisional (Q): Quick Estimate, *Agriculture, Forestry, Livestock, **Manufacturing, Electricity, Gas 
Supply, ***Services, Social and Personal Services, Telecommunication etc. 
Source: Socio-Economic Review, Gujarat State, 2021-22 

 



 

Table 2 clearly shows that in Gujarat 42.9 percent Value Added in GDP is contributed by the Secondary sector 
and within the secondary sector almost 34.6 percent comes from the Manufacturing sector. If we compare 
the same statistics with Maharashtra, we get following picture:  
 

Table 3: GSVA- Sectoral Contribution (%) in Maharashtra (at Current Prices) 

Industry 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19+++ 2019-20++ 2020-21+ 

Primary* 12.4 11.3 10.2 11.3 13.2 

Secondary** 30.7 30.9 30.8 28.3 26.8 

Tertiary*** 56.9 57.8 59.0 60.4 60.0 

Note: +++ Third Revised Estimates ++ Second Revised Estimate +First Revised Estimate *Agriculture, 
Forestry, Livestock, **Manufacturing, Electricity, Gas Supply, ***Services, Social and Personal Services, 
Telecommunication etc 
Source: Economic Survey of Maharashtra 2022 

 
Table 3 clearly shows that the secondary sector in Maharashtra in terms of sectoral contribution to Gross 
value added is gradually taking a back seat which is certainly not a good sign. 
 
The sector wise Gross State Value Addition growth rate in negative for Secondary Sector in Maharashtra (-
1.4%) in 2019-20 and (-3.3%) in 2020-21  
 

Table 4: All Industries (Values Figures in Rs Lakhs others in Number) 

Characteristics Gujarat Maharashtra 

Number of Factories 28479 25610 

Number of Workers 1589730 1454788 

Wages to Workers 2834366 3224768 

Gross Fixed Capital Formation 7214729 6996117 

Net Profit 8615510 6066154 

                                            Source: Extracted from Annual Survey of Industries (ASI), 2019-20 
 
From Table 4 it is evident that Gujarat is having higher Gross Fixed Capital Formation as well as higher Net 
Profit as per the Annual Survey of Industries Report 2019-20. It is also important to note that Gujarat’s 
investment in Fixed Capital is higher than Maharashtra. On the contrary, Maharashtra is having a 
comparatively larger labor force and higher wage bill compared to Gujarat.  
 
 
Maharashtra was hoping to generate over 1 lakh direct and indirect jobs through all of these projects. 
However, the loss of these projects to neighbouring state Gujarat, diminish the state’s ambition to maintain 
its position as a financial and manufacturing hub. Even though Maharashtra is the most industrialized state 
in India owing to industrial hubs like Mumbai Metropolitan Region, Pune Metropolitan Area, Nasik, 
Aurangabad and Nagpur, Gujarat has displaced Maharashtra to become the largest manufacturing hub in 
India. This was only possible due to the high level of capital investment in the neighboring state. 
(Maharashtra Industrial Development Corporation, 2022) 
 
From the above discussion, it is evident that Gujarat is ahead of Maharashtra in terms of investment and 
Gross Capital Formation in the Industry and Manufacturing sector. No doubt that Maharashtra is also having 
a robust industrial base but it is confined to the Mumbai-Konkan-Pune-Nasik belt. Farmers suicide cases have 
also risen up recently in Maharashtra.  
The state could attract only Rs. 48,633 crores in FY 2022, much less than that of Karnataka which realized an 
investment of Rs. 1,02,866 crores. Magnetic Maharashtra 2.0 initiative will certainly boost industrial spirit in 
Maharashtra. The state delegates also have a series of high- powered investments lined up with global CEOs 
of Fortune 500 companies in the hope to mobilize huge investment and job opportunities in the state. But 
the Government of Maharashtra has to work hard on strengthening the industrial base in Maharashtra. 
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PURPLE REVOLUTION: EXPLORING INDIA’S 

AROMATIC FUTURE 
WRITTEN BY ALANCIA MENEZES 

 

The new wave of Lavender farming in India is called the Purple 
Revolution. Through the 'Aroma Mission' of the Council of 
Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR), the Union Ministry of 
Science and Technology launched the lavender or purple 
revolution in 2016. To date, thousands of farmers have 
adopted lavender cultivation in nearly all twenty districts of 
J&K, Ladakh, and some other regions of the country. Farmers 
are pleased with the production of exotic aromatic plants, 

particularly lavender, as part of the Aroma Mission because it has improved their quality of life and 
increased their income. By switching from imported aromatic oils to domestically produced types, the goal 
aims to strengthen domestic aromatic crop-based agro-economy. These oils are in high demand by the 
fragrance business, which results in relatively high dividend payments to farmers. As a result, an additional 
700 tonnes of essential oil will be produced for the perfumery, cosmetics, and pharmaceutical industries. 
The usage of these oils in value-added and herbal products will result in at least 200 crores in revenue. 
 
 
 

QUINOA CULTIVATION- ECONOMIC PLIGHT OF BOLIVIAN 

FARMERS 
WRITTEN BY SREELAKSHMI NAIR 

While quinoa is being promoted as a superfood by 

vegetarians and health enthusiasts in Western 

nations due to its high nutritional value, indigenous 

Andean communities in Bolivia and Peru cannot 

afford to eat this traditional dish due to rising food 

costs. Farmers increased quinoa production as a 

result of the market price increase because they 

regarded it as an economic opportunity. Yet Bolivia, 

one of the poorest and most food insecure nations 

in South America, continues to produce quinoa. 

Both the ecological viability and the social cohesion of nearby communities are under 

threat as a result of the quinoa industry's rapid expansion and the admission of new 

growers. A change from traditional small-scale manual cropping to large-scale 

mechanised cropping techniques has also been brought about by the increase in quinoa 
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production. Because it is so nourishing, NASA ensures that it is a mainstay of the 

astronauts' diet. It is referred to as a "strategic asset" by the president of the nation that 

produces more of it than any other nation on the planet. 2013 had been dubbed "the 

year of quinoa" by the UN.  

 

 THE ECONOMICS OF FREEBIES  
WRITTEN BY SHAMBHAVI KUMAR 

 

The vote bank in India today is nothing but a barter system. 
Political leaders promising ‘free goods’ as part of their 
election campaigns, only to end up in a fiscal debt is a 
pressing issue in the country today.  While ‘subsidies’ are an 
important economic tool to lift the citizens out of poverty- 
where does the government draw the line? When negative 
subsidies in the form of freebies drain the government 
budget, they burden the common taxpayer.  In addition, 
most of these unrealistic freebies cannot be delivered once the party takes the chair. If 13% of the 
population does not have access to grid electricity. Consequently, provision of free electricity costs the state 
government a whopping 3 lakh crores of debt. In such a case, are freebies the right way to go?  
 
 

IT’S ALL IN THE MIND-THE 
NEUROECONOMICS OF DECISION 
MAKING 
WRITTEN BY TANISHA KAMAT      
 
‘Rationality’ is the most central assumption of most 
classical economic theories. According to conventional 
economics, one would make an investment decision 
based on the highest ROI involved with respect to risk. 
Perhaps an individual’s personality as risk-averse or risk-
neutral may play a role. However, in real life, the human 
mind makes economic decisions based on various factors, and often, they don’t align with the theories. 
Neuroeconomics is the up-and-coming field which explains how various centers of our brain are activated 
and impact our money decisions. If an insurance scheme is too good to be true, then why don’t we opt for 
it? Why do we invest in a cryptocurrency we are familiar with over a new high-return cryptocurrency?  
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CONNECTING THE BRIDGE FROM 
INDIA TO THE UK 
WRITTEN BY SHRIYA VORA 
 
With Rishi Sunak’s appointment as Britain’s prime 
minister, Britain has come a long way from its colonization 
mindset to finally appreciating merit and the diverse 
cultural background of its own country. Sunak has 
portrayed immense respect for his Indian heritage and 
wishes to revamp the UK-India relationship. He believes in 
a two-way exchange between both countries as opposed 
to a one-way connection. He pledges to improve the 

situation which would enable British students to easily acquire education from Indian institutions, work in 
various start-ups, and travel easily to India. Moreover, it becomes effortless for companies in both countries 
to work collaboratively and ensure economic progress. The most awaited economic decision between the 
two countries is the free trade agreement which would increase the bilateral trade by thrice the current 
amount (from $31 billion to $100 billion) by 2030.  The free trade agreement between the two countries will 
increase trade, expand investment opportunities, enhance the allocative efficiency of resources and open 
up international competition. Most importantly, it would lead to reduction in tariff charges on various 
products that are traded. Majority of the conditions have been agreed upon. Stall is on the duties charged 
on financial, professional, and legal services as well as business visas and the duty on scotch. Sunak’s key 
concern is to unite the divided Tory House which is leading to less domination in international trade. Britain 
is also facing a state of slow growth combined with high inflation. Moreover, Sunak also needs to curb the 
growing problem of migration in the country. The road ahead seems strenuous, yet British citizens and 
certain members of the parliament have full faith in him. 
 
 

 

AUTOMATION INDUSTRY: A BOOST TO 
THE INDIAN ECONOMY. 
WRITTEN BY KARISHMA MALHAN 

 

Automation in simple terms is minimizing human efforts 
through the creation and use of technologies that boost 
reliability and efficiency in performance. 
The history of automation dates back to the introduction of 
the Industrial Revolution, followed by the advent of the 
Internet and the ATM, the world has come a long way. 

Today, customers can simply select the item they wish to purchase on the website and place their order and 
this allows direct selling to consumers. This is known as Direct-to-Consumer (DTC). DTC involves low 
investment, low risk as no intermediaries are involved who can damage or mistreat the owners and it 
provides for high returns. According to statistics, 55% of consumers would rather purchase products directly 
from brands rather than from multi-brand merchants. 
Disadvantages of automation: 
High capital investment expenditure, materials, security, regulations and infrastructure are all making 
automation expensive. 
In an automated store setup there are high chances of malfunctions and hacking in the system  
Without employees and their unique personalities integrated with attention, enthusiasm and care, the 
generation of excitement is reduced 
The Privacy and exploitation of consumer data also poses a major concern  
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Automation could result in shirking of workers resulting in public unrest and decreased productivity 
Automation does not simply result in people losing their jobs, but also creates opportunities in other aspects 
of production. AI is expected to boost India’s yearly growth rate by 1.3% by 2035 and turn the country into 
the ‘AI garage of the world’ Resistance is not possible as Artificial Intelligence is the future of the Indian 
economy. India has to apply automation for expansion in trade, meeting consumer demand, manufacturing 
output, reducing labor costs and for ensuring a competitive advantage. 
 
 
 

NOSTALGIA IN POP CULTURE: THE 
MARKETING FOR MILLENNIALS  
WRITTEN BY NEVELEE SHEKHAR  

 
Nostalgia is the sentimental longing for a past period, 
typically with happy associations. It is triggered by reminding 
an individual of an object or experience from the past. A 
business uses various methods to leverage nostalgia to grow 
its consumer base and expand the company's revenue. 
Corporations can take advantage of this fact and use the 
nostalgic value for their own benefit if individuals have fond 
memories related to some good or service. Nostalgic 
Marketing can be seen everywhere. Whether it be the 

'McRib' or bringing back the classic Nintendo, businesses use this strategy to sway consumers into buying 
their products. Rebranding, setting a new objective or celebrating a milestone are a few ways a company 
can use nostalgic marketing to increase their profits. Nostalgia is a tried and tested method to connect a 
business to its consumer.  
 
 

ELECTIONS AND FINANCIAL MARKETS, 
ARE THEY INTERTWINED?  
WRITTEN BY ISHAN BINOD 

 
There is an economic side to politics and elections which 
serves as the base for investors to make their investing 
decisions and expect the respective returns. Historical 
records have portrayed that political leaders who are 
successful in the eradication of recession in a country’s 
economy, are the ones that enjoy a longer tenure of 
governance. As economies all over the world keep on 
developing, it is basic to comprehend and successfully use 

market patterns for financial backers to use, offset or reinforce their portfolio. The financial part of a 
political decision, when talked about, will in general reveal insight into the strategies which different political 
advocates expect to execute. This system in their political decision statement explains the party's vision and 
commitments. It makes more sense to focus on the long-term gains as opposed to the short-term gains 
while investing. The article has also cited some relevant examples of world leaders who have exhibited great 
financial intelligence and have consequently gained the confidence of the public 
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MONTHLY UPDATES - DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMICS 
 
Economy of the Month - November and December, 2022 
 

1. SEBI wants a say in inspections to allow European regulators to inspect key financial market 
institutions in India. 

2. Corporate Loans jump 12.6% in Q2 aided by infra, renewable and oil sectors. 
3. SBI posted its highest ever quarterly net profit at ₹13265 crore up from ₹7627 crore in same quarter 

of previous financial year. 
4. Indian semiconductor industry may benefit from proposed US CHIPS Act with a total outlay of $53 

billion, 5 times India’s PLI scheme that amounts to $10 billion. 
5. Foreign Exchange Reserves fall to 525 billion USD, lowest since July 2020. 
6. India’s BOP likely to slip $45 - 50 billion deficit in current fiscal year 
7. RBI chose Five Banks for Retail CBDC Pilot and to check if it’s interoperable with current digital 

payments system 
8. CPI and WPI cool in Fall season. 
9. India began its G20 Presidency from December 1st. 
10. India’s Free Trade Agreement with UK in December, delayed due to political windfall. 
11. TATA to acquire Bisleri for ₹6000-₹7000 crore. 
12. Adani Enterprises given the right for improving the conditions of Dharavi Slums 
13.  RBI held its MPC meeting and concluded to hike interest rate by 35 basis points to 6.25%. 
14. Huge Corporations are laying off employees due to less work required. 
15. Vehicle Retail Sales Rise 26% in November due to Wedding Season from a year ago. 
16. Over 1 lakh Indians give up their citizenship in 2022. 
17.  GST threshold doubled to ₹2crore no decision taken yet on online gaming and appellate tribunals. 
18. India set to achieve 5-trillion solar economy by 2024-25 
19. Government announces ₹120crore loan for PLI scheme to boost manufacturing on drones. 
20. GST evasion of nearly ₹23000 crore by gaming companies between April 2019 and November 2022. 
21. Mahindra and Mahindra plan to invest ₹10000 crore to set up EV start-up in Pune. 
22. Edelweiss Alternatives to buyout infra development for ₹6000 crores 
23. SEBI issues performance benchmarking for portfolio management services industry to help investors 

access and compare performance of service providers. 
24. JIO Cinema turns out to gain due to large viewership of FIFA World Cup. 
25. Niti Aayog working on a plan to push alternative technology for fuel cells. 
26. Hiring by EV companies is likely to gain momentum in 2023. 
27. India Union Cabinet decided to provide free food grains to all 81 crore beneficiaries covered under 

the National Food Security Act (NFSA) for one year. 
28. India's direct tax collection stands at ₹13,63,649 crore, records 25.9 per cent growth 
29. Parliament nod sought for extra spend of Rs 3.25 lakh crore on subsidy ,free food program capex. 
30. Several insurance companies exceed limit on expenses in FY22: IRDAI report 
31. Government steps to ease NBFC liquidity crisis too short-term: Fitch report 
32. India, Bangladesh discuss trade settlement in rupee, free trade agreement. 
33. Rupee rises by 10 paise against US dollar tracking early gains in equities. 
34. RBI wants digital currency included under definition of 'bank note'. 
35. Mcap of 10 most valued firms erodes by Rs 1.68 lakh crore; Reliance biggest drag. 
36. After a year of outperformance, Indian equity markets to see turbulence. 
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37. Gold prices to remain under pressure due to profit booking, less chance of Santa rally, go long at 
53800 level. 

38. HDFC borrows USD 400 million from IFC for financing green affordable housing. 
39. RBI Shortlists 7 Global Consultancy Firms to Use AI, ML to Improve Regulatory Supervision. 
40. RBI Signs Currency Swap Agreement with Maldives Monetary Authority. 
41. Tesla Extends Shutdown at Shanghai Plant in Rare Christmas Suspension. China’s Covid-19 outbreak 

takes out plant employees and suppliers. 
42. Demand for Masks and Hand Sanitizers increases by 100% as another COVID variant is back. 
43. Russia’s Oil Export Ban may bolster India’s crude imports. 
44. CAD surges to record $36.4billion in September quarter. 
45. Indices tumble on last day of the year, but D-St Stands tall in 2022 overall. 

 

 

 

 

ECOCIRCLE ACTIVITIES 

1. Research Paper Writing Workshop by EcoSem Team -16/12/22 
 
The EcoSem Team organised a research paper writing workshop on 16th December from 2:40 pm to 3:30 
pm in the Seminar Room with the primary aim of equipping students with the elements and the process of 
writing a paper. 35 attendees including all the EcoSem writers attended the workshop. The workshop 
commenced with Father Vivian Almeida, SJ briefing the attendees about the significance of learning to write 
and present a research paper from an undergraduate level and how Economics Seminar provides a platform 
for students to showcase their research and presentation skills. The speaker and the head of Ecosem, 
Aameya Kulkarni, enlightened the attendees by introducing them to the important components of a 
research paper. Including facts and examples, he 
elaborated on each of the components and different 
ways to structure them in order to write a good quality 
paper.   
The presentation laid emphasis on three important 
elements of a paper : introduction, body, and 
conclusion. The attendees were advised to structure 
their introduction in a way that draws the reader’s 
attention by focusing on areas like explanation of 
concepts, significance of the research topic, 
uniqueness of the paper and so on. The speaker 
divided the body section of the paper into seven 
subsections which were: establishing a theoretical 
foundation and a standard framework, presenting a 
comprehensive summary of previous research done on 
a topic, choosing a methodology most appropriate to 
answer the research question, providing evidence that 
relates to the paper’s central thesis, presenting data in 
a clear and concise manner, maintaining continuity between every paragraph to ensure a proper flow of the 
paper, and attempting to argue why the views contrary to the paper’s thesis are wrong. The speaker 
highlighted the need to give credits to the authors whose work has been borrowed to prove the paper’s 
hypothesis. With examples, he explained the need to cite the author and the paper where an idea was 
borrowed from instead of providing a rigorous proof of an idea that has already been explored. 
He also showed a few papers which were well structured and made a good attempt at answering the 
research question to give the attendees a better idea of writing every element of the paper in a concise and 
coherent manner. The speaker then elaborated on a few important points to consider while presenting a 
research paper such as introducing the key terms of the paper in the beginning, emphasising on the 



 

importance and uniqueness of the topic, briefly explaining the theoretical framework, and highlighting the 
results and arguments of the paper. Finally, he explained the need to frame a good research question or 
hypothesis which will guide the writer to further investigate the topic and present the results in a logical 
manner. The workshop concluded with a Q&A session. 

 
 
 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

2. Guest Lecture on “Trade and Development: Views from the Global 

South” - 7/12/22 

 
The EcoCircle organised a guest a lecture on Trade and Development: Views from the Global South on the 
7th of December 2022. The talk lasted about 50 minutes from 12:10pm to 01:00pm. The programme was 
attended by around 75-100 participants which included a mix of First, Second and Third Year Students from 
St. Xavier’s College. It was also graced by Father. The session was interactive and well received by the 
audience.  
The lecture was opened by Dr Aditi Sawant who began with an introduction of the guest lecturer- Mr. J.P 
Singh. Mr.Singh is an alumus of Xavier’s and was the Chairperson of the EcoCircle in his time. He’s also a 
professor at Schar School of Policy and Government, George Mason University. Sir talked about the 
importance of historic economics and how it influences our present. He also shared his in-depth insight and 
understanding of how developed countries leverage soft power over the developing world. 
After his talk, Mr. Singh answered questions asked by the students. The session was concluded by Aman 
Kayal who delivered the vote of thanks.  
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 



 

 

 

3. Guest Lecture on “Impact of Artificial Technologies on Economy 

and Society” - 19/11/22 
 

The EcoCircle organised a guest a lecture on on Impact of Artificial Technologies on Economy and Society on  
19th November 2022. The talk lasted about an hour from 12:30pm to 1:30pm. The programme was 
attended by around 75-100 participants which included a mix of First Year, Second Year and Third Year 
students from St. Xavier’s College. The session was interactive and well received by the audience.  
The lecture was opened by Dr Aditi Sawant who began with an introduction of the guest lecturer- Mr. 
Abhinay Muthoot. Mr. Muthoot is a visiting faculty at Meghnad Desai Academy of Economics and was a 
former Director of Warwick Policy. Sir talked about the importance of artificial technologies and how it 
influences our present. He also shared his in-depth insight and understanding of how AI and ML tools have 
made life easy and by the end of 2030 India could be purely based on Artificial Intelligence for most of it’s 
work. 
The talk was followed by question and answers round where Mr Abhinay Muthoot answered the questions 
and explained how important it is to stay updated and make optimum use of technology. It was concluded 
by a vote of thanks delivered by Dona Vellahotam. 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

“Annual Economics Seminar 2022-23 is here!” 
 

With just about a month to go until the Annual Economics Seminar, here is a 
glimpse on what Sem is, what you can expect this year, and some of the exciting 
papers awaiting you! 
The theme for the Annual Economics Seminar this year is Delta (δ) which means 
change. It is a comprehensive collection of diverse topics in the field of economics. 
In economic terms this loosely means variation of a variable or function or a 
difference between two things or values. However, a special factor is that the 
seminar covers interdisciplinary topics and from allied fields as well such as the 
Real and Nominal terms of looking at inflation, the Sri Lanka Crisis and even 
venturing into space exploration. This allows BSc as well as BA students to ideate 
beyond their respective fields. The theme fits the motive as the last two years have 
been like an obstacle for the education sector. However, The Purple Revolution 
and the New education policy are reassuring factors that India is gradually 
progressing, regaining its power, re-developing and attendees can look forward to 
boosting their knowledge on these topics at the EcoSem. The experience of being 
a part of the seminar helps students to focus on the practical application of topics 
covered in classroom discussions and overall, the process was smooth too. It was 
not without its problems as it’s always a constant challenge to coordinate 
between writers and professors but from an outsider’s point of view it was 
managed well. The process for the Final Draft is finally underway with writers 
bringing in their A-game.  

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 



 

ECOGNISANCE: THE GUEST WRITER PROGRAMME! 
 
Ecognisance is our attempt at engaging more young people in the 
sphere of writing in the field of Economics. 
 
Our doors are open to publish the best of articles written by young 
leaders from within Xavier’s as well as across the world!! 
 
This helps readers and editors learn and engage with multifarious 
ideas on different topics related to Economics. 
 
To submit an article for Ecognisance, you can use the below link: 
https://forms.gle/J6wBnLr6DpqwQr8n9 
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